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Blitzwolf BW-HP5 Wireless Headphones, ANC, AAC, 1000mAh (Black)
Get even more enjoyment out  of  listening to music  with the Blitzwolf  BW-HP5 headphones!  With dual  40mm+20mm dynamic drivers,
they deliver richly detailed sound and powerful, deep bass. It also supports hybrid active noise cancellation technology, so you can play
music  even  in  crowded  places.  Bluetooth  5.0  technology  ensures  a  fast  and  reliable  connection  to  your  devices,  and  the  capacious
battery allows you to listen to music for up to 75 hours. They also feature high-quality microphones for convenient conversations.
 
Discover the power of sound
Your  favourite  songs  have  never  sounded  better.  Featuring  dual  40mm+20mm  dynamic  drivers,  the  Blitzwolf  BW-HP5  headphones
deliver  superior  sound  quality  in  all  conditions.  This  allows  you  to  listen  to  music  in  stunning  quality,  with  crisp  sound  detail  and
incredible bass depth to bring your favourite tracks to life. Take your music experience to the next level with Blitzwolf! 
 
Forget about annoying noise
Immerse  yourself  in  the  sounds  of  your  favourite  songs  and  forget  about  the  world  around  you!  Blitzwolf  headphones  use  the  latest
active noise cancellation technology, which reduces background noise by up to 40 dB. This allows you to fully focus on listening to your
music or your favourite podcast, no matter where you are. Want to stay in touch with your surroundings? Use the Transparency mode -
you'll never miss an important announcement at the train station or airport again! 
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Stay in touch with others 
The  BW-HP5  not  only  provides  you  with  delightful  sound  quality,  but  also  excellent  conversation  quality  thanks  to  its  6  built-in
microphones.  With  them,  you  are  free  to  make  phone  calls  or  video  conferences  without  the  need  for  additional  devices.  The
microphones reliably capture your voice, so you can be sure that your caller will hear you without any problems.
 
A new dimension in wireless connectivity
Worried  about  delays,  interference  and  other  connection  problems?  With  Blitzwolf,  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  a  thing!  The
headphones support the AAC codec and Bluetooth 5.0, which provides a reliable, fast and seamless connection up to 10m. It doesn't stop
there though! You can successfully connect them to two devices at the same time! Now you can listen to music on your tablet and take
calls on your smartphone at the same time! 
 
Listen to music for as long as you want
Say goodbye to limitations and enjoy your music for up to 75 hours! The BW-HP5 headphones are equipped with a powerful 1,000 mAh
battery, which is responsible for the long running time. This allows you to play your favourite songs for up to 75 h (when ANC mode is
switched off).  So  you don't  have to  worry  about  having to  charge the headphones frequently!  What's  more,  it  won't  take you long to
renew the energy either - they'll be ready for use again after just 2.5 hours.
 
Dreamlike comfort
The headphones have been designed with maximum user comfort in mind. The ergonomic design of the headphones will  allow you to
enjoy  unparalleled  comfort  even  for  hours.  The  soft  ear  pads  not  only  provide  excellent  isolation  of  ambient  sounds,  but  also  do  not
cause ear fatigue. The adjustable headband allows you to fit them perfectly to your requirements. In addition, the foldable design of the
headphones makes them easy to transport and store.
 
Included
headphones
USB-C charging cable
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Blitzwolf
	Model
	BW-HP5
	Colour
	Black
	Type 
	In-ear
	Bluetooth version
	5.0
	Transmission range
	10 m
	Bluetooth profiles
	HSP / HFP / A2DP / AVRCP
	Codecs
	AAC / SBC
	Battery capacity
	1000 mAh
	Talk time
	70 h
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	Music listening time
	75 h (without ANC); 50 h (with ANC)
	Charging time
	2,5 h
	Charging interface
	USB-C
	Transducers
	40 mm + 20 mm
	Microphone
	6

Preço:

€ 76.51
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